
 

 

 

Release Notes                      April 14, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 
issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 04.14.21.  
 
[Business Enhancement] Show the Decline Reason button on Medicare, Commercial and Self Pay Payment 
Methods at all times so more data can be captured whether a PA was verified with VeriPro  
[Business Enhancement] Allow Users to add Notes to a Rental Product at any time during its active rental 
cycle so any details can be captured about that specific cycle 
[Business Enhancement] Disable the Provider link on the PA page 
[Reports] Add the Provider and Billed Charges to the VeriPro report 
[Operational Enhancement] Hide the cancel button when adding a product to a PA from a Protocol so the 
user can’t save with validation errors 
[Operational Enhancement] Throttle HEAP sessions to decrease the total number of sessions per year 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the CF list page in SM so inactive CFs can be quickly identified 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the Mass Upload Activity Logs to show the most recent 100 uploads  
[Operational Enhancement] Consolidate the session activity timers to if one tab is inactive users aren’t logged 
out if they are active on another tab 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the styling of the detail lists in SM so everything is visible 
[Operational Enhancement] Upgrade the Org views to bootstrap 4 
[Future Functionality] As a HiP user I want the cc fields to populate so the data can be validated prior to 
submission 
[Future Functionality] As SA add a new field on the Account page to enable AL HCPCS and create a table to 
capture the data 
[Bug Fix] Signing a PA with ‘Attach AOB’ option causes confirmation modal and rental product checkout to be 
broken 
[Bug Fix] Cannot read property ‘setAttribute’ of null 
[Bug Fix] PAs without a provider removed/missing should not show under Batch Sign 
[Bug Fix] Historical Unit Price is not being displayed on the Product Usage (Batch) report 
[Chore] For OC only, update the UoM to CS and UoM Conversion to 2 for 3 specific inventory items 
[Chore] Add 2 new zip codes to the CB Zip table 
[Chore] Rails 5.2.4.5 upgrade 
[Chore] Dependabot updates 
[Chore] Fix duplicate IDs on user misc pages 
 


